Abstract. Rectangular hybrid automata model digital control programs of analog plant environments. We study rectangular hybrid automata where the plant state evolves continuously in real-numbered time, and the controller samples the plant state and changes the control state discretely, only at the integer points in time. We prove that rectangular hybrid automata have nite bisimilarity quotients when all control transitions happen at integer times, even if the constraints on the derivatives of the variables vary between control states. This is in contrast with the conventional model where control transitions may happen at any real time, and already the reachability problem is undecidable. Based on the nite bisimilarity quotients, we give an exponential algorithm for the symbolic sampling-controller synthesis of rectangular automata. We show our algorithm to be optimal by proving the problem to be EXPTIME-hard. We also show that rectangular automata form a maximal class of systems for which the sampling-controller synthesis problem can be solved algorithmically.
Introduction
Hybrid systems are dynamical systems with both discrete and continuous components. A paradigmatic example of a hybrid system is a digital control program for an analog plant environment, like a furnace or an airplane: the controller state moves discretely between control modes, and in each control mode, the plant state evolves continuously according to physical laws. A natural mathematical model for hybrid systems is the hybrid automaton, which represents discrete components using nite-state machines and continuous components using real-numbered variables ACH + 95]. A particularly important subclass of hybrid automata are the rectangular automata, where in each control mode v, the given n variables follow a nondeterministic di erential equation of the form dx dt 2 B(v), for an n-dimensional rectangle B(v) R n HKPV95]. Rectangular automata are useful as for two reasons. First, they can be made to approximate, arbitrarily closely, complex continuous behavior using lower and upper bounds on derivatives PBV96, HH95] . Second, they can be executed and reverse executed symbolically using polyhedral constraints to represent the possible values of variables AHH96, HHW97] . Symbolic execution stands in contrast to explicit execution, where each new state is computed individually. For systems that are reverse executable symbolically (r.e.s.), veri cation and control yield to a (semi)algorithmic approach even if the state space is in nite Hen96]. For r.e.s. systems, many model checking and controller synthesis problems can be solved by computing, using iterative approximation, certain xpoints of predecessor operators on state sets BCM + 92, MPS95] . Various xpoint computations are guaranteed to terminate in the presence of suitable nite quotient spaces. For example, r.e.s. systems with nite bisimilarity quotients allow LTL and CTL model checking, and safety controller synthesis. While rectangular automata are r.e.s., they do not necessarily have nite (time-abstract) bisimilarity quotients Hen95]; indeed, simple reachability questions are undecidable for rectangular automata HKPV95]. A noted subclass of rectangular automata with nite bisimilarity quotients are the timed automata, where all variables are clocks with derivative 1 AD94]. As a consequence, symbolic algorithms for model checking and controller synthesis are known for timed automata HNSY94, MPS95] . While previous results on timed and hybrid automata allow edge transitions (i.e., control mode switches) to occur at any real-numbered points in time, this is not necessarily a natural assumption for controller synthesis, as it permits controllers that, in a single time unit, can interact with the plant an unbounded number of times (even in nitely often, if no special care is taken AH97]). By contrast, we study the safety control problem under the assumption that while the plant evolves continuously, the controller samples the plant state discretely, at the integer points in time only. 1 This leads to the following formulation of the sampling-controller synthesis problem for rectangular automata: given a continuous-time rectangular automaton, is there a discrete-time controller that samples the automaton state at integer times and switches the control mode accordingly so that the resulting closed-loop system satis es a given invariant? To solve this problem, we study the discrete-time transition systems of rectangular automata, where all time transitions have unit duration. It should be noticed that all variables still evolve continuously, in real-numbered time; only edge transitions are restricted to discrete time. We prove that unlike in the case of dense time, the discrete-time transition system of every rectangular automaton has a nite bisimilarity quotient. 2 As a corollary, we conclude that the standard approaches to symbolic model checking and controller synthesis are guaranteed to terminate when all control switches must occur at integer times. The running times of the veri cation and control algorithms depend on the number of bisimilarity equivalence classes, which, while exponential in the description of the automaton, is less by a multiplicative exponential factor than the number of region equivalence classes used for the dense-time veri cation and control of timed automata. Thus, the often more realistic sampling-controller synthesis problem can be solved for a wider class of hybrid systems than dense-time control (rectangular vs. timed), at a smaller cost. We prove that our exponential sampling-control algorithm is optimal, by giving lower bounds on the control problem for timed and hybrid systems: we show that the safety control decision problem 1 The sampling rate of the controller may be any rational, but without loss of generality we assume it to be 1.
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Under the technical restriction that each variable is either nonnegative and nondecreasing, or bounded from below and above.
(does there exist a controller that maintains an invariant?) is complete for EXPTIME already in the restricted case of discrete-time timed automata. We also identify the boundary of sampling controllability by proving that several generalizations of rectangular automata lead to an undecidable reachability problem, even in discrete time. The undecidability of dense-time reachability for rectangular automata has led PV94] to consider the restriction that the ow rectangle B(v) must be the same for each control mode v. For the resulting class of initialized rectangular automata, reachability is decidable HKPV95]. Our work can be viewed as pointing out an orthogonal restriction of rectangularity, namely, that the ow rectangle may change only at integer points in time. Unlike initialization, our restriction guarantees not only a nite language equivalence quotient but a nite bisimilarity quotient on the in nite state space of a rectangular automaton.
Prerequisite Discussion of Transition Systems
We begin by presenting some general results about (labeled) transition systems, which will be applied later to the transition systems de ned by rectangular automata.
De nition of transition systems
De nition 2.1 Transition system] A transition system S = (Q; ; ! ; Q I ; ; j =) consists of a set Q of states, a nite set of events, a multiset ! Q Q called the transition relation, a set Q I Q of initial states, a set of observations, and a satisfaction relation j = Q . We write q ! r instead of (q; ; r) 2 ! , and q j = instead of (q; ) 2 j =. The transition system S is nite if Q is nite. We say that the event is enabled in the state q if q ! r for some state r. We assume for simplicity that S is deadlock-free; that is, for each state q 2 Q, there exists an event 2 that is enabled in q. A region is a subset of Q. Given an observation 2 , we write R = fq 2 Q j q j = g for the region of states that satisfy .
Veri cation as reachability
De nition 2.2 Weakest precondition] Let S be a transition system. For each event 2 , the -predecessor operator Pre : 2 Q ! 2 Q is de ned by Pre (R) = fq 2 Q j 9r 2 R: q ! rg. In particular, Pre (Q) is the set of states in which the event is enabled. The weakest-predecessor operator Pre : 2 Q ! 2 Q is de ned by Pre(R) = S 2 Pre (R). A region R Q is reachable in S if Q I \ Pre i (R) 6 = ; for some i 2 N; otherwise, R is unreachable.
The basic veri cation problem for transition systems asks whether an unsafe state is unreachable.
De nition 2.3 Safety veri cation] Let C be a class of transition systems. The safety veri cation problem for C is stated in the following way: given a transition system S 2 C and an observation 2 , determine whether the region R is unreachable in S.
For nite transition systems, the safety veri cation problem is the complement of graph reachability; it thus can be solved in linear time and is complete for NLOGSPACE. The safety veri cation problem can be generalized to the safety control problem.
Control as alternating reachability
We use the following model for control: for each state q of a transition system, a (memory-free) controller chooses an enabled event so that in state q, the controlled system always proceeds via event . Since q may have several -successors, the controlled system may still be nondeterministic.
Alternative models for memory-free control are equivalent.
De nition 2. ! r. The closed-loop system (S) is the transition system (Q; ; ) ; Q I ; ; j =), where q ) r i q ! r and (q) = .
The basic control problem for transition systems asks whether an unsafe state is avoidable by applying some control map.
De nition 2.5 Safety control] Let C be a class of transition systems. The safety control decision problem for C is stated in the following way: given a transition system S 2 C and an observation 2 , determine whether there exists a control map such that the region R is unreachable in the closed-loop system (S). If so, then we say that is avoidable in S; otherwise, is unavoidable.
The safety controller synthesis problem requires the construction of a witnessing control map when is avoidable.
Notice that the safety veri cation problem is the special case of the safety control decision problem where j j = 1. Like safety veri cation, also safety control can be solved by iterating a predecessor operator on regions. For this purpose, the weakest-predecessor operator is replaced by the (more general) uncontrollable-predecessor operator MPS95].
De nition 2.6 Uncontrollable precondition] Let S be a transition system. The uncontrollablepredecessor operator UPre : 2 Q ! 2 Q is de ned by
That is, for each region R Q, the region UPre(R) is the set of states that no control map can keep out of R for even one transition.
Then, the observation 2 is unavoidable in the transition system S i Q I \ UPre i (R ) 6 = ; for some i 2 N. We To determine a lower bound, we reduce AND-OR graph reachability to the safety control decision problem.
De nition 2.7 Alternating reachability] An AND-OR graph G = (V A ; V O ; V I ; )) consists of a nite set V = V A V O of vertices that is partitioned into a set V A of AND vertices and a set V O of OR vertices, a set V I V of initial vertices, and a multiset ) V V of edges. We assume deadlock freedom, namely, that for each vertex v 2 V , there exists a vertex w 2 V such that v ) w. The alternating-predecessor operator APre : 2 V ! 2 V is de ned by APre(R) = fq 2 V O j (9r 2 R)(q ) r)g fq 2 V A j (8r 2 V )(q ) r implies r 2 R)g: A set R V of vertices is alternating reachable in G if V I \ APre i (R) 6 = ; for some i 2 N. The alternating reachability problem asks whether a given set of vertices is alternating reachable in a given AND-OR graph. Theorem 2.2 Imm81] The alternating reachability problem is complete for PTIME.
The following lemma relates the alternating-predecessor operator of AND-OR graphs to the uncontrollable-predecessor operator of transition systems. 
From this and condition (1), the lemma follows. Notice that Lemma 2.1 provides a LOGSPACE reduction from the alternating reachability problem to the complement of the safety control decision problem.
Corollary 2.1 The safety control decision problem for nite transition systems is complete for PTIME.
E ectively-presented transition systems with nite bisimilarity quotients
The safety controller synthesis problem can be solved not only for nite transition systems, but also for e ectively-presented transition systems with nite bisimilarity quotients. '] ]. An e ectively-presented transition system consists of a transition system S together with a symbolic reverse-execution theory for S.
For an e ectively-presented transition system S, the uncontrollable-predecessor operator can be computed. To wit, for every formula ' of the symbolic reverse-execution theory for S, the region UPre( '] ]) is de ned by the formula upre(') =^ 2 (pre (') _ :pre (true)) : (y) De nition 2.9 Bisimilarity] A bisimulation on the transition system S is an equivalence relation = on the state set Q such that (1) if q = r then for all observations 2 , we have q j = i r j = , and (2) if q = r and q ! q 0 , then there exists a state r 0 2 Q such that r ! r 0 and q 0 = r 0 . The largest bisimulation on S is denoted and called the bisimilarity relation of S. Two states q and r of S are bisimilar if q r. The equivalence classes of are called bisimilarity classes. The bisimilarity quotient S= is the transition system (Q= ; ; ! 9 ; Q 9 ; ; j = 9 ), where Q= is the set of bisimilarity classes for S, where R ! 9 R 0 i there exist two states q 2 R and q 0 2 R 0 such that q ! q 0 , where R 2 Q 9 i R \ Q I 6 = ;, and where R j = 9 i R \ R 6 = ;.
If a region R of a transition system is a union of bisimilarity classes, then the weakest-predecessor region Pre(R) is also a union of bisimilarity classes. The following lemma asserts that the same is true for the uncontrollable-predecessor region UPre(R).
Lemma 2.2 Let S be a transition system, let R be a bisimilarity class of S, and let q and r be two states of S. If q 2 UPre(R) and q r, then also r 2 UPre(R). Proof. Consider a bisimilarity class R and two bisimilar states q and r of S. Suppose that for all events 2 , either q 2 Pre (R) or q 6 2 Pre (Q). In the rst case, since q r and R is a bisimilarity class, also r 2 Pre (R). In the second case, since q r, also r 6 2 Pre (Q). It follows that, for each observation of a transition system S, the uncontrollable region U is a union of bisimilarity classes. In particular, if the transition system S has K bisimilarity classes, then U = S 0 i K UPre i (R ) is a nite union. Furthermore, if S is e ectively presented, then U can be computed by iterating equation (y); it is de ned by the formula ' = W 0 i K upre i ( ).
Finally, is avoidable in S i ' I^' ] ] = ;. For e ectively-presented S, this can be decided. Theorem 2.3 The safety control decision problem is decidable for e ectively-presented transition systems with nite bisimilarity quotients. Moreover, when an observation is avoidable, a witnessing control map can be computed.
Proof. We have already proved the rst part of the theorem. Once we have computed the uncontrollable region U , we can solve the second part as follows. Suppose that the observation is avoidable. We compute the bisimilarity classes of S by partition re nement, using the symbolic reverse-execution theory of S BFH90]. Then we construct a control map by choosing, for each state in each bisimilarity class R disjoint from U , an event such that R \ Pre (Q) 6 = ; and R \ Pre (U ) = ;. Then R is unreachable in the closed-loop system (S). Note that in the computation of the uncontrollable region U , negation is applied only to atomic formulas of the form pre (true), one for each event 2 . This is important in practice, where negation is often an expensive operation. Theorem 2.3 can be generalized to liveness veri cation such as -calculus model checking Hen96], and to memory-free liveness control such as control-map synthesis for Rabin chain conditions Tho95].
Previous Results about Rectangular Automata
We now de ne rectangular automata, our main object of investigation, and review what is known about them.
De nition of rectangular automata
De nition 3.1 Rectangle] Let X = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g be a set of real-valued variables. A rectangular inequality over X is a formula of the form x i c, where c is an integer constant, and is one of <; ; >; . A rectangular predicate over X is a conjunction of rectangular inequalities. The set of all rectangular predicates over X is denoted Rect(X). The rectangular predicate de nes the set Jump conditions. The function jump maps each control switch e 2 E to a predicate jump(e) of the form ^ 0^V i= 2update(e) (x 0 i = x i ), where 2 Rect(X) and 0 2 Rect(X 0 ) are rectangular predicates, and update(e) f1; : : :; ng. The jump condition jump(e) speci es the e ect of the change in control mode on the values of the variables: each unprimed variable x i refers to a value before the control switch e, and each primed variable x 0 i refers to the corresponding value after the control switch. So the automaton control may switch across e if (1) 
where ' X := X + _ X] stands for the predicate that results from ' by replacing every occurrence of each variable x i 2 X by the term x i + _ x i , etc. Notice that both in the discrete-time and dense-time cases, every symbolic reverse-execution theory for the transition system S A is also a symbolic reverse-execution theory for the m-observable transition system S A;m . Furthermore, every bisimulation on S A is also a bisimulation on S A;m .
Dense-time undecidability results
In dense time, the veri cation and control of rectangular automata cannot be fully automated. Research has therefore concentrated on subclasses of rectangular automata. In HKPV95] it is shown that for initialized rectangular automata, whose ow condition map is a constant function (i.e., all control modes have the same ow condition), the dense-time safety veri cation problem (in fact, LTL model checking) can be decided. 3 These automata, however, have no nite bisimilarity quotients in dense time Hen95] , and therefore further restrictions are desirable.
Timed automata
An important special case of initialized rectangular automata are timed automata. All variables of a timed automaton are clocks, which are nondecreasing variables that advance uniformly at rate 1 while time elapses. In particular, for every triangular state predicate for A and every event 2 ftimeg, the -predecessor pre ( ) is a triangular state predicate that can be found by quanti er elimination from equivalences (#1) and (#3), the latter of which simpli es in the case of timed automata to As in the case of nite transition systems, control is harder than veri cation. In AD94] it is shown that the dense-time safety veri cation problem for timed automata is hard for PSPACE. From Theorem 4.2 below it will follow that the dense-time safety control decision problem for timed automata is hard for EXPTIME.
Discrete-Time Rectangular Automata

Finite bisimilarity quotients and e ective presentation
We show that for every m-de nable rectangular automaton A with nondecreasing or bounded variables, the m-observable discrete-time transition system S disc A;m has a nite bisimilarity quotient and can be presented e ectively using rectangular state predicates. More precisely, in discrete time, two states of a rectangular automaton are bisimilar if (1) they have the same control mode, (2) corresponding variable values agree on their integer parts, and (3) corresponding variable values agree on whether they are integral. Moreover, if a variable is nondecreasing, then the automaton cannot distinguish variable values greater than m. If a variable is bounded, then its value stays in the interval ?m; m]. It follows that if all variables are nondecreasing or bounded, then the bisimilarity quotient is nite.
De nition 4.1 We use the notation y i to denote the i-th component of the vector y 2 R n . De ne the equivalence relation n on R n by y n z i by i c = bz i c and dy i e = dz i e for all 1 i n. Notice that every equivalence class of n is a rectangle, and every equivalence class of m n is an m-de nable rectangle. The following easy lemma implies that every rectangle is a union of n -equivalence classes, and every m-de nable rectangle is a union of m n -equivalence classes.
Lemma 4.1 Consider two vectors y; z 2 R n . Then y n z i for every rectangle B R n , we have y 2 B i z 2 B. Moreover, y m n z i for every m-de nable rectangle B R n , we have y 2 B i z 2 B.
It follows that every rectangular state predicate for a rectangular automaton A de nes a union of = A -equivalence classes, and if is m-de nable, then ] ] is a union of = m A -equivalence classes.
The next theorem states the central observation of this paper. Proof. We prove only the second claim of the theorem; the proof of the rst claim is similar. Corollary 4.2 For rectangular automata with nondecreasing or bounded variables, the discretetime safety veri cation problem (in fact, LTL and CTL model checking) can be solved in PSPACE, and the discrete-time safety controller synthesis problem can be solved in EXPTIME.
Proof. The LTL and CTL parts of the corollary follow from the fact that the space requirement of either model-checking problem is logarithmic in the size of the bisimilarity quotient of the transition system, and polynomial in the size of the temporal formula LP85, Kup95]. The controller synthesis statement follows from Theorem 2.1 and the proof of Theorem 2.3. It should be noted that while in the same complexity class, the actual running times of the discretetime algorithms for rectangular automata are better by a multiplicative exponential factor than the running times of the corresponding dense-time algorithms for timed automata. This is because there, the number of equivalence classes of the bisimilarity quotient is (k n! m n ). By providing tight lower bounds, the following theorem shows that our algorithms are optimal. The second part of the theorem follows from Theorem 4.4 below.
Theorem 4.2 For timed automata with bounded variables, the discrete-time safety veri cation problem is hard for PSPACE AD94], and the discrete-time safety control decision problem is hard for EXPTIME.
Sampling-controller synthesis
The dense-time and discrete-time control problems are not realistic, as a controller may enforce arbitrarily many (even in nitely many) consecutive instantaneous jumps. A more natural control model for hybrid systems involves a controller that samples the plant state once per time unit, and then issues a command based upon its measurement. The command may cause a switch in control mode, after which the plant state evolves continuously for one time unit, before receiving the next command. We call this model \sampling control" to distinguish it from discrete-time control. Moreover, we wish to ensure that an observation is avoided not only at the sampling points but also between sampling points. Given a rectangular automaton A, we de ne a third transition system, S sample A , such that (1) any control map behaves in a sampling manner, and (2) the observable regions are \large enough" so that they cannot be entered and left by a single ow transition of duration 1. For example, if is a rectangular state predicate that maps each control mode of A to either true or false, then R is large enough. If the region of unsafe states is not large enough, this may be correctable by increasing the sampling rate (i.e., by reducing the unit of time).
De nition 4. There is an easy reduction from the sampling-control model to the discrete-time control model. Theorem 4.3 For rectangular automata with nondecreasing or bounded variables, the samplingcontroller synthesis problem can be solved in EXPTIME.
Proof. Consider an n-dimensional rectangular automaton A. We reduce sampling-control problems to discrete-time control problems by constructing a rectangular automaton Ctrl(A) such that S sample A is isomorphic to S disc Ctrl(A) . Second, if A is m-de nable, then Ctrl(A) is m-de nable, and therefore S sample A;m is isomorphic to S disc Ctrl(A);m . Third, if A has nondecreasing or bounded variables, then so does Ctrl(A). The automaton Ctrl(A) has dimension n+1. Let has no more than k (4m + 3) n+1 equivalence classes, which is singly exponential in the size of A.
In order to show that our exponential control algorithms are optimal, we prove that the samplingcontrol decision problem (and hence also discrete-time control) is EXPTIME-hard already in the restricted case of timed automata with bounded variables.
Theorem 4.4 For timed automata with bounded variables, the sampling-control decision problem is hard for EXPTIME.
Proof. For the sake of clarity, we rst prove the result for the larger class of rectangular automata with nondecreasing and bounded variables. Afterwards we modify the argument to produce the statement of the theorem. We reduce the halting problem for alternating Turing machines using polynomial space, which is EXPTIME-hard CKS81], to the sampling-control decision problem for rectangular automata with nondecreasing and bounded variables. Let M be an alternating Turing Machine with input s so that M uses space p(jsj), for some polynomial p( ). Then M accepts s i the unique nal state u F is alternating reachable in an AND-OR graph whose vertices are the con gurations of M. The set of con gurations of M is U f1; : : :; p(jsj)g ? p(jsj) , where U is the state set of M, the second component of the product gives the position of the tape head, and ? is the tape alphabet. Without loss of generality, we assume that ? = f0; 1; 2g, where 2 is the \blank" symbol. We rst de ne a rectangular automaton A with nondecreasing and bounded variables so that the states of A are the con gurations of M, and an observation F , large enough for A, that is true exactly in the con gurations containing the nal state u F . This is done in a way consistent with Lemma 2.1, so that F is unavoidable in S sample A i M accepts s. The automaton A uses p(jsj) variables x 1 ; : : :; x p(jsj) to store the tape contents. The set of control modes of A is U f1; : : :; p(jsj)g. The initial condition map of A is de ned by init(u; i) = false except when u is the initial state u I of M and i = 1; in that case, init(u I ; 1) = V 1 j jsj (x j = s j )^V jsj+1 j p(jsj) (x j = 2). The invariant and ow conditions are constant functions: inv(u; i) = V 1 j p(jsj) (0 x j 2) and ow(u; i) = V 1 j p(jsj) ( _ x j = 0) for all u and i; thus ow transitions have no e ect. Each transition t of M consists of a source state u 2 U, a tape symbol 2 ?, and a list of triples (u j ; j ; d j ), where u j 2 U is a target state, j 2 ? is written on the current tape cell, and d j 2 f?1; 1g gives the direction in which the tape head moves. For every transition t = (u; ; (u j ; j ; d j ) j2J ) of M, every tape position 1 i p(jsj), and every j 2 J, we de ne in A a control switch e t;i;j with source (u; i) and target (u j ; i + d j ). The jump condition jump(e t;i;j ) is (x i = )^(x 0 i = j )^V k6 =i (x 0 k = x k ). If u is an AND state of M, then event(e t;i;j ) is the target state of e t;i;j ; if u is an OR state of M, then event(e t;i;j ) is the source state of e t;i;j . It follows from Lemma 2.1 that F is unavoidable in S sample A i M accepts s. This completes the reduction. To turn A into a timed automaton, all variables are replaced by clocks. Since each jump transition in S sample A is followed by a ow transition of duration 1, which increases the value of each clock by 1, Proof. Both parts use a reduction from the halting problem for two-counter machines, which is undecidable. A two-counter machine M consists of a nite control and two counter variables c 1 and c 2 which range over the natural numbers. The machine has an initial location, a halting location, and three instruction types: branch on zero, increment, and decrement. Instructions of the rst type test whether the value of a speci ed counter is 0, and make a change in the nite control according to the outcome. The increment and decrement instructions are de ned in the natural way (if a counter has the minimum value 0, a decrement has no e ect). For both parts of the theorem, we de ne an automaton A of the appropriate class having a control mode v such that the region fvg R n is reachable in the discrete-time transition system S disc A i M halts.
For the class of all rectangular automata, the reduction is simple, as the two counter values can be represented directly by the values of two variables. In this case, the dense-time undecidability proof from KPSY93] for two variables, both with slopes +1 (for incrementation) and ?1 (for decrementation), applies also to the discrete-time framework. Notice that the two variables can be neither nondecreasing (in order to decrement) nor bounded (in order to represent unbounded counter values). For the class of triangular automata with nondecreasing and bounded variables, the unbounded set of counter values must be encoded within a bounded space. To do so, the dense-time wrapping technique of HKPV95] can be adapted to discrete time. We use variable value 1 2`t o encode counter value`. The rectangular automaton A is 5-dimensional. The variables x 1 and x 2 represent the two counters c 1 and c 2 , respectively. Then, branching on c i = 0 corresponds to branching on x i = 1, decrementing c i corresponds to checking for 1 followed by doubling x i , and incrementing c i corresponds to halving x i . The \wrapping variable" x 0 is reset to 0 whenever it reaches 4, and so partitions each run of A into segments. Each decrement instruction of M is simulated by two segments of A, and each increment instruction requires four segments. The variables x 3 and x 4 are auxiliary variables used to implement the increment and decrement instructions. The crux of the proof is the doubling of a variable. In Figure 3 we give a widget that doubles the value of x 1 . The predicate stable(i 1 ; i 2 ; : : :; i l ) is shorthand for the predicate V 1 j l (x 0 i j = x i j ).
Invariant conditions (not shown in the gure) bound all variables from below by 0 and from above by 4. The control modes v 1 and v 2 make up a segment that executes the assignment x 3 := x 1 ; that is, upon exit from v 2 the values of x 1 and x 3 are both equal to the original value of x 1 , and the value of x 2 is still equal to the original value of x 2 . Similarly, the control modes v 3 and v 4 make up a segment that executes the assignment x 1 := 2x 1 . Thus, if the value of x 1 is , for 0 < 1, when the jump transition into mode v 1 is made, then the next time that the jump transition out of mode v 4 is made, the value of x 1 is 2 (and the value of x 2 remains unchanged throughout the widget). Moreover, such a next time exists, because the variables can conspire to move at the correct speeds to make all of the jump transitions at integer time points. Notice that the widget requires triangular ow conditions. Halving x 2 can be reduced to doubling: rst use x 3 = x 4 to nondeterministically guess what half of x 2 should be (this requires one segment), then double x 3 while keeping x 4 unchanged (two segments), and nally check that x 2 = x 3 and assign to x 2 the value of x 4 (one segment).
Generalized rectangular automata
The proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that triangular ow conditions lead to undecidability. On the other hand, it is well-known that the pleasant properties of timed automata (Theorem 3.2) are preserved if rectangularity is relaxed to triangularity in initial, invariant, jump, and safety conditions. We conclude with a similar observation for discrete-time rectangular automata. The admission of triangular predicates, however, comes at a cost: the number of bisimilarity classes increases by a multiplicative exponential factor.
De nition 5.2 Generalized rectangular automaton] A generalized rectangular automaton A is a triangular automaton whose ow conditions are rectangular predicates. The (m-observable)
discrete-time transition system T disc A (resp. T disc A;m ) for A is de ned like the (m-observable) discretetime transition system for rectangular automata, except that the observation alphabet is the set of (m-de nable) triangular state predicates for A. If A is m-de nable and has nondecreasing or bounded variables, then ' m A is the bisimilarity relation of the m-observable discrete-time transition system T disc A;m . The number of equivalence classes of ' m A is O(k n! 2 n (4m + 3) n ).
The factor n! in the number of bisimilarity classes arises from considering all orderings of the fractional parts of variables. The factor 2 n arises from considering whether the fractional parts of di erent variables are equal. 4 Proof. The interesting case of the proof concerns time transitions of duration 1 (cf. Fig. 4) . Consider three vectors y; y 0 ; z 2 R n , and an open ow rectangle F = 1 i n (a i ; b i ) (other types of ow rectangles are handled similarly). Suppose that y n z and y 0 ? y 2 F. We must show that there exists a vector z 0 2 R n such that z 0 ? z 2 F and y 0 n z 0 . Unlike in the case of rectangular automata, the n coordinates cannot be considered independently. Without loss of generality we Corollary 5.2 For generalized rectangular automata with nondecreasing or bounded variables, the discrete-time safety veri cation problem (in fact, LTL and CTL model checking) can be solved in PSPACE, and the discrete-time safety controller synthesis problem (in fact, sampling-controller synthesis) can be solved in EXPTIME.
